
1 Origins
I found myself becoming a ‘neocartographer’ by accident.

A background in Computer Science and an interest in

photography and data visualization gradually led to an

interest in mapping, and then to GIS (Geographical

Information Systems). But my interest in maps goes back

further. As a child I would cycle around the streets of

Carnoustie making paper maps. My father’s complete

collection of 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey maps were (and

still are) an endless source of fascination.

Around five years ago, I found out about the

OpenStreetMap (OSM) project. Here was a crowd-sourced

project to map the world, and the data was open. You were

free to make maps from it at no cost, provided you stuck to

the terms of the licence. You could download the map (or

the data behind it) and use it as you liked (OpenStreetMap,

2014).

This was the project that got me started mapping.

The dedicated work and encouragement of the OSM

community is gratefully acknowledged – without OSM, I

would never have had the chance to embark on this

journey into cartography.

2 What is Free and Open Source Software?
A common misconception is that the word ‘free’ means ‘at

no cost’ (i.e., as in ‘free beer’). The word free here means

‘free as in freedom’ – freedom to inspect the workings of

the software, modify it, and share changes with others.

‘Open source’ means being able to look under the hood

and tinker. To a computer-literate coder, this aspect of

FOSS is more useful and important than the cost. With

most FOSS, the financial cost is also free. People generally

make money out of FOSS not by selling the software, but

by customizing it for clients, using it on projects, or

training people in its use.

There are several advantages to FOSS:

• If the software is broken, it is easier to report and to

find work-arounds;

• If it is broken and you can code, you can fix it

yourself;

• If it does not do what you want and you can code,

you can make it do what you want;

• The tools can often be used together, and can be used

together in creative ways; and

• You can feedback changes you make to improve the

software for others.

3 Projects using FOSS and Open Data
To demonstrate, the following are a few example projects.

These share several things in common:

• They were produced using only FOSS;

• They used open data and/or crowd-sourced data; and

• They used OpenStreetMap data (or data derived by

others from OSM) or Ordnance Survey OpenDataTM.

3.1 Pub Ley Lines
The concept of ley lines dates back to 1921, when Alfred

Watkins noticed that he could draw straight lines through a

number of sites of historical interest across a long distance

(Watkins, 1921). Others have pointed out that this can

happen by chance (Goldacre, 2010), given a large enough

series of randomly located points. So I set out to try this for

myself, as an experiment, using FOSS tools and open data.

I imported the Scottish pubs from the

OpenStreetMap dataset into a postgis/postgresql database.

Using spatial queries, it was possible to find all alignments

of eight or more pubs over a length of > 10 km, where all

pubs fell within 5 m/15 ft of the line. Shorter ‘leys’ were

excluded, as some straight streets (such as Rose Street in

Edinburgh) are not ‘random’. I was surprised to find five

such ley lines, just from a 10 per cent sample (in Figure 1

you can only see four because the line running north is

actually two very close parallel ley lines).
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Figure 1 Pub Ley Lines in Edinburgh

Figure 2 Paris 3D heat map
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3.2 Using Flickr Crowd-sourcing to Analyse the
Photogenicity of Cities
This is a long-term project that uses crowd-sourced data

from Flickr to examine various cities and to find the most

photogenic attractions in each.

Flickr is a photo-sharing website established in 2004

(Kremerskothen, 2012). Users can place their images on a

map themselves (‘geotagging’) and in some cases, the

camera or smartphone may supply this information, if it

has a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver. In the

latter case the data are accurate. In the former, we are

presented with some uncertainty: is the photographer

marking the point where they stood to take the photograph,

or are they marking the point that they were looking at? As

this is a web map, users can zoom in and out when they

place their photos. The accuracy of the positioning

therefore depends upon the zoom level of the map.

To allow geospatial analysis, Flickr provides an

Application Programming Interface (API). This allows

programmers to connect to Flickr's database systems over

the Internet and ask it questions, for example, ‘send me

information about all photos taken today, in Edinburgh,

with the word “flower” in the title’ (Flickr, 2014). While

the percentage of geotagged photos is small, the sheer

number of photos – billions – means that for a city the size

of London, there are hundreds of thousands of geotagged

photos taken per year.

Figure 2 shows a map of the photogenicity of Paris.

This was created in Blender, a FOSS 3D modelling and

animation tool. The map layer and cartography was done

in QGIS, using data from OpenStreetMap. This is

effectively a 3D representation of a heat map, where the

height of the surface is the probability of someone having

taken a photograph there.

Figure 3 Viewing angles of popular tourist attractions in Paris
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As well as location data, Flickr users can ‘tag’ their

images with keywords, making it easier for people to

search for images of interest. This allows us to map all

locations relating to a landmark, say, the Eiffel Tower. We

know where this is, so what happens when we draw a line

from each photo tagged as ‘Eiffel’ towards the actual

position of the Eiffel Tower? We get some idea of where

the best or most common viewing angles are (Figure 3).

4 Availability of Open Data
Alongside the adoption of FOSS, there has been a

movement in the UK towards providing open data, largely

from the public sector and academia. Some notable

examples include results of the 2011 Census, price paid

data for housing transactions, and road traffic accident

statistics. Ordnance Survey has also opened up some of its

data products (Ordnance Survey, 2014). 

4.1 Self-reported Neighbourhoods – A Map of
Belonging
Figure 4 shows a map of self-reported neighbourhoods in

Edinburgh. An open dataset was released by the City of

Edinburgh Council, who recently ran a project (‘Natural

Neighbourhoods’) to identify the neighbourhood

boundaries. When citizens interacted with the council,

they were asked if they would volunteer their postcode,

together with which neighbourhood they thought they

lived in. The map was generated using the software

packages QGIS and SAGA (System for Automated

Geoscientific Analyses). 

A heat map was produced for each neighbourhood,

each normalized to the range 0–1. This meant that each

neighbourhood was treated the same, irrespective of the

number of respondents. The boundaries were then

coloured so that any part of the heat map scoring less than

0.15 was made fully transparent, while anything over that

threshold was made partially opaque. This had the result of

removing outliers.

4.2 House Price Paid Data for England and Wales –
A Very Real Bubble
Figure 5 shows a cartogram of house price paid data from

the Land Registry of England and Wales. Each area is

scaled and coloured according to the total house price sales

in 2013. Note the size of London compared to the rest of

England and Wales (Scotland and Northern Ireland come

under different jurisdictions and unfortunately do not yet

have these data available). I felt that this map showed the

bubble quite graphically. For this, I used ScapeToad (a

FOSS cartogram generator) and QGIS. This map uses

Ordnance Survey OpenData for the regional boundaries.

Figure 4 Self-reported neighbourhoods in Edinburgh
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4.3 Soviet Cartography
This was an attempt to produce a map in the style of Soviet

cartography of the Cold War era. Modern data from

OpenStreetMap was imported into postgresql/postgis, and

stylized in QGIS. Open data (Ordnance Survey

Panorama®) were used for the contour lines. One

challenge here was the wild variation in colours as they

appeared on web pages. As a photographer, I’m only too

aware of how colours do not translate well between screen

and paper. QGIS does have a useful feature for assessing

how maps will appear in different contexts, i.e. when

faxed, printed in greyscale or viewed by the colour-blind.

The next logical step would be to provide full colour

management, allowing the cartographer to preview how

the map might look when printed. The road names were

transliterated into Cyrillic (rather than translated), using a

Python script and an online tool (Morse, 2003).

Figure 5 Cartogram of house price paid data
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4.4 Real-time Visualization of the Speed of Sound
In Edinburgh, the one o’clock gun sends a sound wave

across Edinburgh. If you ever try to photograph the end-of-

festival fireworks from a distance, you’ll soon discover

how quickly the music becomes out-of-sync with the

fireworks display. The reason is the relatively slow speed

of sound (340 metres per second) – it takes sound over ten

seconds to cross the city.

Inspired by Hislop’s one o’clock gun map

(Edinphoto, 2014), I used Blender to produce a real-time

video of the sound wave front crossing Edinburgh. Blender

allows cartography to be done in 2.5D/3D, so that you can

animate the map, the camera path, or both. OpenStreetMap

data were imported into Blender using a plug-in created by

Vladimir Elistratov (Elistratov, 2014). Figure 7 shows a

still from the animation; the full video animation can be

seen on the author’s Flickr stream (Kay, 2014).

5 Conclusion
I hope that some of the examples shown above have given

you a good idea of what can be achieved with FOSS tools

and open data.
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